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FFaasstteerr  --

Dump concrete faster than ever.  The
PowerRake allows you to push or pull
large piles of concrete effortlessly.

FFllaatttteerr  --

Place concrete to +/- 1/4  accuracy. Use a
PowerRake ahead of screeding and you
will achieve a much flatter strike-off.

FFeewweerr  --

The PowerRake turns one man into a 
mud moving crew. You will place more 
concrete with fewer men.

Say good-bye to back strains and tired
crews.  Let the machine do the back 
breaking work of moving concrete for
you!

The PowerRake is a milestone in concrete raking. 

It’s a revolutionary new tool that takes the grunt
effort out of placing concrete or grading fine-granular
materials. It’s a 4 wheel drive, ride-on, hydraulic 
powered concrete grading machine and it’s so easy to
operate that your crew will be proficient with it in
minutes. 

The PowerRake was developed to allow a single 
operator the ability to rake more concrete in less time,
with no manual labor. 

The PowerRake has been proven to be a huge labor
saving device and instrumental in taking the back-
breaking labor out of raking concrete.

Revolutionary in concept, its unique design allows the
operator to ride-on the machine and rake the
“dumped” concrete down to grade. The Power Rake
can grade material to +/- ¼” accuracy. 

The PowerRake is designed to work with all 
screeding equipment; from the 2 x 4 to the 
handheld vibrating screeds on up to the Copperhead
and even the large screeds.



Operator Console -
Easy access ride on platform puts
the operator in the best position
to see the work area. The controls
are extremely intuitive and 
operator friendly.

Standing Platform - 
The PowerRake has been proven to be
a huge labor 
saving device and instrumental in tak-
ing the back-breaking labor out of rak-
ing concrete.

28” diameter motorcycle 
tires - standard

Optional High flotation are
also available

Rugged and simple articulated
steering mechanism is very
responsive and makes the
machine extremely maneuverable
in tight quarters.

Lift points are well placed to make the machine hoist-
friendly. Design utilizes a customized D-ring / 4-part lift
strap for simple easy hoisting.

Rugged and accurate Somero laser
receivers are tuned for precision
and functionality. Receivers 
continually communicate grade 
reference to operator

Push/Pull Plow-head is both
rugged and lightweight. It allows
the machine to remove excess 
concrete or push it into low spots

Load sensing hydraulic system
transmits continuous steady
mud gripping power to the
drive wheels 

Auto level sensor and cylinder 
perceives side to side levelness and
continually/ automatically adjusts
side to side levelness of the
machine.

Single point Plow-Head
lift cylinder continually
adjusts Plow-head to
precise grade elevation.



PowerRake Application Photos
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Width 83 3/4“ at head
39 3/4" - at wheels (standard tires)

Length 105 1/2”

Height 52 3/4 ” without masts

Weight 895 lbs

Ground Clearance 11 1/2” under frame

Engine 13.5 hp - Robin America EH41

Start electric start with secondary pull cord

Control manual throttle and choke with electric shutoff

Propel 4 wheel drive with hydraulic motors

Plow Elevation Control  laser control of head via head lift cylinder

Head Lift 2” hydraulic cylinder and manual electric switch

Plow Angle control electronic leveling sensor with hydraulic cylinder

Steering Control proportional joystick and valve driving a hydraulic cylinder

Propulsion Control proportional joystick and valve driving hydraulic motors

PowerRake Specifications


